Local, i.e., multiplicative, operators satisfy well-known linear factorization relations wherein matrix elements (between states associated with a complete set of wave functions) can be obtained as a linear combination of those out of the ground state (the input data). Analytic derivation of factorization relations for general state input data results in singular integral expressions for the coefficients, which can, however, be regularized using consistency conditions between matrix elements out of a single (nonground) state. Similar results hold for suitable ''symmetry class'' averaged matrix elements where the symmetry class projection operators are ''complete. '' In several cases where the wave functions or projection operators incorporate orthogonal polynomial dependence, we show that the ground state factorization relations have a simplified structure allowing an alternative derivation of the general factorization relations via an infinite matrix inversion procedure. This form is shown to have some advantages over previous versions. In addition, this matrix inversion procedure obtains all consistency conditions (which is not always the case from regularization of singular integrals).
where or,r' is the Dirac delta function. Throughout our discussion it is implicitly assumed that T is evaluated between fixed JY 2 states. The prime example we have in mind here is that the energy sudden (ES) scattering theory T matrices which are local with respect to the internal molecular (vibrational and rotational) nuclear (JY I ) coordinates. Matrix elements here are taken between fixed (suitably high kinetic energy) relative momentum (JY 2 ) states. If (tPM(r)J denotes some complete orthonormal set of "wave functions" on JY I , with M = ° corresponding to the unique, positive ground
state, then for T MM , = (MITIM') ==fdrtPt(r)TrtPM·(r),
one has the well known factorization (or scaling) relations 1-3
(
1.2) where [A(M'IO)]ML = f dr tPL(r)tP t(r)tPM,(r)/tPo(r). For ES
T matrices, the tPM are, of course, chosen as (products of) molecular wave functions for the colliding species, so T MM' are the standard transition amplitUdes (when evaluated between JY 2 relative momentum states). Often, in cases of interest, the quantum state labels decompose asM = M I M 2 , and we naturally consider the quantities where the limits of the sum over M 2 (M ~) depends on MI(Mi) , andg Mi = ~M2 1. In the context ofES scattering, where T represents the T matrix, we naturally choose the sum ~M, to be over (gM, -fold) energy degenerate states if possible. The u's then correspond to experimentally measurable, degeneracy averaged cross sections. These quantities may be differential cross sections (when 0" is evaluated between specific JY 2 relative momentum states) or, alternatively, total fixed energy cross sections, or thermally averaged cross sections (after suitable averaging over JY 2 states).
We have shown previously3 that provided the set of wave functions associated with each fixed M I , and the projection operator
PM,filr) = ItPM,M, (i)tP t,M,(r) = PM,(rli)*, M,
forms a basis for a different irreducible representation of some transformation group, then one has thae The basis of this result is the observation that one can define a reduced variable x associated with each ordered pair (r,r), such that (Ar, Kr) is associated with the same x, for all transformation group operations K, and { PM, (il r) = PM, (x) J forms a complete orthogonal basis for the space of square integrable functions ofx. Relations of the form ofEq. (1.4),
where PM, correspond to rigid rotor energy eigenspaces, and to certain symmetric top eigensubspaces, had been discovered earlier by direct analysis. I When applied to energy sudden scattering theory, these factorization relations allow exact prediction of any scattering amplitude as a spectroscopic linear combination of those out of the ground state (input data). In practice, however, collisions are never strictly sudden (the T matrix is always somewhat nonlocal in the internal nuclear coordinates), but one can still attempt to use these factorization relations to predict scattering amplitudes using exact (close coupling) or experimental input data. Here we expect (and find that) in many cases inaccuracy in the predicted amplitudes out of stateM' (or M;) grows as this state increases in energy (away from the ground state). This trend is illustrated in Tables I  and II of Ref. 4 . It motivated extension of the factorization relations so that one can use, as input, transitions out of any fixed state to predict an arbitrary transition amplitude. The first such formulation used an (infinite) matrix inversion procedure to treat degeneracy averaged cross section factorization for the ES atom-rigid rotor system. 4 Here the nonzero matrix elements of G(/IO) exhibit a band structure, in the sense that [GVIO)]jl can be nonzero only ifVJ,I) satisfy the triangle inequality [i.e., the modulus of anyone is no greater than the sum of moduli of the other pair]. This observation leads straightforwardly to general input state factorization relations via matrix inversion, as well as to corresponding consistency conditions between matrix elements out of a single nonground state (which are equivalent to those from the analytic approach, described below, but appear in rearranged form). Generalizations of this procedure will constitute the basis of this communication.
5 A later general analytic treatment 3 showed that another form of the general factorization relations can be obtained simply by replacingOin Eq. (1.2) withM, and in Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) with MI' Singularities now appear in the factorization coefficient integrals, associated with the nodes of <PM and PM, ' but consistency condition imposed "orthogonality" of the ES input data to these singularities provides (several) natural regularization procedures. Cauchy principal value (CPV) regularization suffices in several important cases. We stress here that all forms of the general factorization relations are equivalent (by virtue of the consistency conditions) when using ES input data. However, differences will appear when these relations are used in the practical predictive context, described above, involving non-ES data, so the question arises in this context of which is the optimum form of the factorization relations. Below we first review our previous analytic development of consistency conditions for the Tmatrix case 3 making explicit some examples which will be reconsidered using the matrix approach here. Next we present the first analogous analytic derivation of the u-consistency conditions. Then some simple but new observations are made regarding the structural constraints imposed on consistency condition (and factorization relation) structure by parity. Finally we outline, in more detail, the contribution of this paper.
The analytic consistency conditions, which allow regularization of, and flexibility in the factorization relation coefficients, can be demonstrated straightforwardly for the ES T matrix case using the identity3 2: <pL(r)TLM = Tr<PM(r).
(1.6)
L
Clearly ifr corresponds to a mode of <PM' then we obtain a consistency condition between the transition amplitudes out of the M state. For example, in the collinear atom-harmonic oscillator system, with wave functions
where H j are the Hermite polynomials, one has thae
wherex* is any oftheJ zeros of H y • More generally, if the set of variables r can be decomposed as a scalar r and some remaining variables r', i.e., r = (r,r'), where <PM has an N thorder zero in r at some point r*, then one obtains N consistency conditions after applying a n / ar", n = 0, 1, ... , N -1, to Eq. (1.6), and setting r = r*. Consider, for example, the atom-rigid rotor system where one has r = (8,<p ) (the polar angles), L = jm, and
From Eq. (1.6), one obtains
where x* is any oftheJ -Iml zeros of pynl in the interval -1 <x < + 1. Since pynl(x) also has zeros of order Iml at x = ± 1, 21 m I further consistency conditions are obtained by replacing P )ml(x*) with (an /ax n ) p r( ± 1), n = 0, 1, ... , 1m I -1, in Eq. (1.8). Of these, the 21m I conditions, corresponding to n = 0, 1, ... , Iml -1, are clearly trivial.
Demonstration of analogous consistency conditions for the averaged u quantities follows using the identity3
(1.9) This case includes ¢J 's for the (atom--collinear) harmonic oscillator and infinitely deep square-well oscillator, and energy eigenspace P's for the (atom-) rigid rotor system (see Table I for details). Here the components of the factorization matrices F = A or G can be written as (],j,l) satisfy the triangle inequality, i.e., each is no greater than the sum of the other two. 5 The associated "band structure" of F(]IO) is shown in Fig. 1 , together with a natural decomposition used below. It is straightforward to show that matrix elements on the band boundaries are nonzero (which is essential for the following). Often in cases of interest u[ -a, + a], for some a';;;; 00, and the weight function llJ is even inz, which ensures that .' ?JI j are even (odd) inz, forjeven (odd). Then the sum in Eq. (2.2) is further restricted to m with i + j -m even, which implies, by simple parity arguments, that "half' the F matrix elements within the band (those with 1+ j + J odd) are also zero.6 
Degeneracy averaged cross section (a) factorization:
Atom-rigid rotor
Our initial goal here is to solve the matrix equation
for S(O) in terms of (part of) S(/)o A condensed version of the procedure developed by Hoffman et al. 4 for analysis of atom-rigid rotor cross sections is now presented. Since 
and therefore
(2.5) conditIons and .5) and (2.6) are restricted to even I -j + J and I -j + j', respectively. Note that, if we define F+ (fIJ) to refer to the part of F(fIJ) predicting elastic and upwards transitions (i.e., by eliminating the first j' rows of F), then clearly
and F+(]IJ) = I.
One naturally compares the form of the consistency conditions (2.5), where downwards transitions are predicted in terms of upwards transitions, with that described in the Introduction. The transformation from the analytic to the matrix inversion form of the consistency conditions can be achieved most easily by exploiting the properties of Gaussian-type numerical integration schemes associated with the (iJi j 's (see Appendix A). Explicit expressions for the C(J) matrix elements result. As mentioned in the Introduction, all forms of the factorization relations are equivalent ifthe input data satisfies the ES consistency conditions. However, it is natural to ask which form is most appropriate for predictive use when we start with exact (close coupling) input scattering data or other data not satisfying the consistency conditions. Since, in the matrix inversion form, predicted transitions are obtained from those of the same or greater inelasticity only, we might anticipate that such a factorization scheme would be intrinsically more stable to non-ES input data than those from analytic approach (which do not have this property). In Tables II and III, we have compared predicted He-HCl (atom-rigid rotor) degeneracy averaged,7 and H-CO (atomrigid rotor) thermally averaged 8 cross sections, obtained using close coupling input data, for the matrix inversion form of the factorization relations, together with forms for two regularizations in the analytic approach.
3 ,9 The former is clearly superior here for transitions of high inelasticity. In the atom-spherical top system, P 's for the degeneracy averaged cross section have the form
where n, n are sets of Euler angles,
is the character for the jth irreducible representation of R (3), and ¢' is the class parameter (angle) associated with n ' = nn -I (Uk are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind). Performing the trace to obtain factorization matrix elements produces an extra weight factor 1 -cos ¢, from the Hurwitz integral for R (3),10 with respect to which the X are orthogonal. The appearance of orthogonal polynomials, 9 2j , which are of even order only (rather than of both even and odd order, as Sec. II A) does not alter the band structure of F(]IO) described above, since we can easily show (using parity arguments) that 9 2 ; 9 2j = 2~+~ Ii _ jl am 9 2m' For the atom-sperical top system, clearly all F matrix elements within the band will be nonzero, as well as the boundary elements.
Next we consider several examples of atom-collinear oscillator systems where the binding potential for the oscillator is a well of finite depth. Here, of course, dissociation is possible and this modifies the form of the factorization relations and consistency conditions. Furthermore, divergences can appear in these coefficients. However, if we restrict our attention to states "deep" in the well, these difficulties can be ignored and we can use the factorization relations (1.2). For a detailed discussion of factorization relations for dissociative systems, see Ref. 11 .
For a 1D Morse oscillator with potential V(x) ex:: e -2ax -2e -ax , where x is the separation measured from the potential minimum, the bound state wave functions satisfy where 4 j is some function ofj. ~e now show that this leads to the same band structure in F(jIO) as described above. We first make the observation that z -k L ~k(Z) is a polynomial in liz of order k. Thus, we can write 
is zero if k > i + j, and thus, by symmetry, also if i > k + j or j> k + i (which immediately demonstrates the band structure in F(]IO) here). Furthermore, the latter inequalities, in turn, imply that the sum in Eq. (2.9) has a lower limit of m = Ii -jl, which directly enforces the band structure in
F(]IO) (after invoking wave function orthogonality).
This band structure has demonstrated previously by a direct (and rather lengthy) evaluation of F matrix elements. 2 Boundary elements are clearly nonzero. For a 1D oscillator described by a modified Poschl-
2 ax, where x denotes the separation, the bound state wave functions (offinite number) are described by 
Using the orthogonality of the wave functions (2.11), it follows that
is zero if k> i + j (and k < (v)), and thus, by symmetry, if i> k + j or j > k + i (which immediately demonstrates the band structure of F(]IO) here). Furthermore, the latter inequalities, in turn, imply that the sum in Eq. (2.12) has a lower limit of m = Ii -jl, which directly enforces the band structure of F(JIO) (after invoking wave function orthogona-lity). Boundary elements are obviously nonzero. An alternative argument can be made demonstrating band structure which is based on the transformation 1/t = 1 -Z2 (see Appendix B) . Since the wave functions here have definite parity, the usual special features offactorization relations and consistency conditions follow.
Given the band structure of F(]I 0) in all of the examples of this subsection, it is now a simple matter to repeat the construction of factorization relations and consistency conditions using the procedures given in Sec. II A. Conversion from the analytic to the matrix form of the consistency condtions (and provision of explicit coefficients for the latter) is possible using properties associated with numerical Gauss integration schemes (see Appendix A).
C. General ¢'s with a single degree of freedom
For a general atom-collinear oscillator system with a single degree of freedom, the oscillator wave functions do not have the special form of Secs. II A and II B, so F(]IO) does not have the band structure described there. Here it is no longer transparent whether one can construct an invertible matrix by removing certain rows from F(]IO). However, to shed some light on this question, it is instructive to consider the form of the] consistency conditions obtained from the analytic approach. (Here we assume no other consistency conditions exist.) If these can be solved for some set of] transitions in terms of the rest (obviously not including the elastic one, since this does not appear in the consistency conditions), then the corresponding] rows can be eliminated from F(]IO) to obtain an invertible matrix. In contrast to the examples above exhibiting band structure, we anticipate that, in general, any] rows (except [F(]IO)J;k) can be eliminated. However, we naturally expect that the "most stable" inversion choice will be based on one of the schemes described in Sec. II A. (This is certainly the case for a small perturbation away from a system exhibiting band structure.)
III. MATRIX INVERSION DERIVATION OF FACTORIZATION RELATIONS AND CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS FOR SOME ES ATOM-RIGID MOLECULE SYSTEMS
The most general "rigid molecule" considered here is the symmetric top whose wave functions are proportional to the R (3) matrix elements, 12 D{"da,{3,r) = djmdcos/3)eimaeiky for Iml,lk 1.. ;;1, (3.1) where a, /3, r are the usual Euler angles, and
where P?S are Jacobi polynomials of order I. Herej refers to the rotational momentum (of magnitude ~j(j + 1)) and m(k ) is the magnetic quantum number referring to the projection of the angular momentum onto a space-(body-) fixed axis. Setting k = 0 recovers the rigid rotor wave functions, i.e., spherical harmonics, since d{"o ex:PJm l , the associated Legendre functions. Thus analysis of the symmetric top factorization matrices will reduce those of the rigid rotor after setting all k 's to zero. From the simple exponential dependence with respect to a and r, it is clear that the factorization matrices have the special form
to angular momentum projection "transfers." Consequently, the factorization relations can be expressed in the reduced form That is, the absolute values of the magnetic quantum numbers cannot exceed the rotor state quantum number.
It is a straightforward matter to show that A(j'm'k 'ILimLik) has a band structure by making use of the properties of the d {"k' That is, for nonzero matrix elements the set of total angular momentum quantum numbers (j',j,jo) satisfy the triangle inequality. Specifically, we use the representation
Ikl + k 2 1..;;lm l + m 2 1.
(3.5) Orthogonality properties of the D{"k and symmetry propertiesofthed{"k can be used to show that the lower limit on the sum in Eq. (3.5) can be replaced by j = Ijl -j21 (and the constraint that Ikl + k 2 1..;;lm l + m21 dropped). The resulting band structure of A(j' m' k 'ILi mLi k ) is displayed in Fig. 2 . The explicit form of the coefficients a j in Eq. (3.5), can be obtained. 12 Given the aj's, expressions for the factorization matrix coefficients (which clearly reflect the band structure) follow immediately. Again the matrix elements on the boundary of the band are nonzero.
The inversion ofEq. We now compare the number of consistency conditions, satisfied by {Tj m' + J.mk' + J.k,j'm'k': for all allowed j}, obtained from the matrix and analytic approaches. These numbers are denoted by N m and Na , respectively. From the way in which A +(j'm'k 'ILimLik) was constructed, we can easily see that
(3.6) From Ref. 3 (cf. the example given in the Introduction), we know that
where the first term corresponds to internal zeros of d {;., k' , and the second (third) term is associated with zeros at cos/3 = x = + 1( -1). One can check that N m >No' which is clearly necessary since the matrix approach (which is based on the inversion of a nonsingular matrix) generates all the consistency conditions. We do not have a simple characterization of those consistency conditions "missing" from the analytic approach. Corresponding numbers for the atom-rigid rotor Tmatrix consistency conditions are simply obtained by setting k 's to zero. Under certain conditions one finds that N m = N a • One obvious case is when ilm = ilk = O. Here there are no nontrivial conditions from the higher order zeros at the end points in the analytic approach, and the analytic approach consistency conditions can be converted easily into the form given in the matrix approach by exploiting properties of the appropriate Gauss-type integration schemes (see Appendix A).
We now give an explicit example, for the atom-rigid rotor diatom T matrix factorization, in which the two approaches do not give the same number of consistency conditions. Letj' = 2, m' = -1, and m = 2 = ilm. Here we have N m = 3 and No = 1. Setting '+A.m, 
(3.9)
It can be easily verified that the two relations, (3.8a) and (3.8b), which connect 1j, with oddj, imply Eq. (3.9). Let us give one final example with structure similar to the atom-rigid rotor T matrix factorization. For the symmetric-top eigensubspaces spanned by all eigenvectors with fixed j and k, the corresponding projection operators have the form P{(n In) = 2j + 1 D{k(n '), where n' = nn -I.
8r
The band structure of the corresponding factorization matrix ',k" (3.10) follows from a special case ofEq. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
We have shown that for a variety of systems where ¢ 's and/or P 's incorporate orthogonal polynomial dependence, the ground state factorization relations have simplified structure, which allows derivation of general input state factorization relations and consistency conditions via an infinite matrix inversion procedure. For the case of a single degree of freedom (Sec. II), these consistency conditions correspond to those from the analytic approach as do the general factorization relations (with a particular choice of regularization of the singular integrals involved). The form of the factorization relations emerging here are predicted in terms of those with the same or greater inelasticity only is particularly natural as input transitions and seems to have some practical advantage as a predictive tool using exact (close coupling) input data. For the more complicated rigidmolecule systems of Sec. III, we have found, in general, that additional consistency conditions appear which are not enumerated in the analytic approach.
All examples considered here correspond to ES scattering for atom (structureless particle)-molecule systems, and the factorization matrix F depends only on the molecule. It has been noted previously that for molecule-molecule ES scattering, the factorization matrix is simply a tensor product of those for the individual molecules (this applies to both ground and general input state relations).3.13 Since there has been no previously published application of such general input state ES factorization relations, we present results in Table V and Fig. 3 for a rigid rotor-rigid rotor model of the para-H 2 -para-H 2 system and where input cross sections are generated using the effective potential (EP) method. 14 Results for the para-H 2 -ortho-H 2 system are presented in Table VI Finally it should be remarked that there exists yet another technique for obtaining geneal factorization relations applicable to rigid-molecule systems, where the ground state factorization coefficients are expressed in terms of 3 -j coefficients, by exploiting 3 -j orthogonality properties. Atom-rigid rotor ES Tmatrix factorization has been treated in Ref. 4 , and this analysis is extended in Ref. 5 to handle the atom-symmetric top ES system. Also, it should be mentioned that "ground input state" factorization relations exist also for ES phenomenological cross sections,16 and that some limited extension to general input state factorization relations is possible using matrix inversion, or 3 -j orthogonality properties. 5
The analytic form of the consistency conditions for examples of Sec. II A becomes In the examples of Sec. II A, the 9/ can be Hermite, second-kind Chebyshev, or Legendre polynomials (see Table  I ). However, the above procedure is applicable for any set of orthogonal polynomials. The X j = U 2j appearing as projection operators in the atom-spherical top degeneracy averaged cross section example, in Sec. II B, form such a set. For the ID Morse oscillator example, these polynomials are Lj(t) a z -iL fi(z), where t = 1!z, and the appropriate weight function can be trivially determined using wave function orthogonality. The procedure for the ID P6schl-Teller oscillator is slightly more complicated. Since the wave functions here have definite parity, we can divide the consistency conditions into two independent classes [for transitions to odd (0) and even (e) labeled states], as discussed in the Introduction. Conversion of these to matrix form is achieved independently after noting that (i) C ~ (t ) = (1 -r) -nc i~"(z), (ii) C~(t)=(l-r)-nz-Ici~":;(z), where 1!t=l-r, provide the appropriate orthogonal polynomials (and the weight function again follows from wave function orthogonality). It is clear that for any of the systems in Sec. II A, which all exhibit parity, an analogous separate treatment of "even" and "odd" consistency conditions is possible (of course, with the same final result). 
